




incomparably beautiful



Fascination of the  
past with awareness  
for the future



Diamonds are a true miracle of nature. Their ability to 
transform light into human fascination is unique and 
has enchanted people since time immemorial. 

This fascination suffers because the mining of 
diamonds is not sustainable. DIAVON has managed to 
produce this wonder of nature without moral conflict.

Traditional craftsmanship in par with high technology.

Genuine  
MANUFAKTURDIAMANTs



PURE VALUES, 
  MORALLY IMPECCABLE. 



The pure energy of the Columbia River.



DIAVON MANUFAKTURDIAMANTs are created by our partner 
Diamond Foundry Inc. with the highest technical effort in an 
climate neutral manufactory, which is supplied by 100 percent 
renewable energy of the Columbia River. This technological 
process is as brilliant as the diamonds created by millions of 
years in nature.

The MANUFAKTURDIAMANT® is a creation of nature, 
sustainably perfected by humans.

In a plasma, such as the sun‘s, atoms can 
freely attach themselves to the diamond‘s 
crystal lattice and enlarge it. Atom by 
atom, the MANUFAKTURDIAMANT® 
grows into a pure, jewelry diamond.

Unique and sustainable at the same time.

Nature as the origin 
of technology



„I‘m proud to invest in Diamond 
Foundry Inc. - sustainably growing 
diamonds in America without the  
human and environmental toll of  

mining.“

Leonardo DiCaprio



Handcrafted to perfection.



Flawless.
Every MANUFAKTURDIAMANT® from  
DIAVON stands for true uniqueness - 
no two are alike.

Under strict quality guidelines, our  
MANUFAKTURDIAMANTs go through 
a traditional craftsmanship process of 
more than 200 steps to achieve their 
flawless brilliance.

The diamond manufactory combines  
traditional craftsmanship and high  
technology.



The MANUFAKTURDIAMANT®

The power of nature in its purest form.



Contemporary,  
purely moral.
We do not support inhumane mining, set an example 
against child labor and renounce the exploitation of 
limited resources.

MANUFAKTURDIAMANTs are a guarantee for responsible 
treatment of man and nature. Its brilliance represents 
flawless morality, because the true value of a diamond 
goes far beyond its material worth.

Real beauty through real values.



Environmentally active  
into the future.
So far, the jewelry industry has been characterized by 
overexploitation of nature - beauty for humans to the 
detriment of nature.

DIAVON and Diamond Foundry stand for the preservation of 
nature and the protection of individuals. For us it is a matter 
of course that our MANUFAKTURDIAMANTs are produced 
carbon-neutral and create added values for humans & nature.

From this commitment we plant in cooperation with 
our partner Plant-for-the-Planet up to 10 trees for every 
MANUFAKTURDIAMANT® sold.

DIAVON@Plant-
for-the-Planet



Say „yes“ to sustainable jewelry and let yourself be 
enchanted by the beauty and purity of the original 
MANUFAKTURDIAMANTs.



We said „yes.“

Celebrities rely on diamonds from our partner Diamond Foundry Inc.  
More information at www.diamondfoundry.com

Reese Witherspoon (by Shahla Karim) Julia Roberts (by Diamond Foundry) Billy Porter (by The Lark & Berry)

Greta Gerwig (by Vrai & Toi/ Moi) Lucy Liu (by Shahla Karimi) Catt Sadler (by Vrai & Toi/ Moi)

Brie Larson (by Anabela Chan) Al Pacino (by Grace Lee Trillion) Florida Georgia Line (by Grace Lee)

DIAVON Magazine: Sustainable diamond  
jewelry on the red carpet
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